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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Baby and child-specific witnessed steady demand
Rising consumer interest in skin care for babies and children
Millennials and Gen Z parents are key target audiences

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Demographic shifts will test the resilience of baby and child-specific products
Sun care faces promising outlook
E-commerce to support growth of baby and child-specific products
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Rising inflation hampers volume sales but drives private label penetration
Hand sanitisers lose further appeal
Vast range of product launches occur in 2023

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Slowdown expected in bath and shower compared to the review period
Niche product categories face promising growth
Liquid soap to outperform bar soap
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Slight recovery in volume growth
Consumers economise as cost of living remains high
Direct sellers focus on latest trends as the channel faces falling share

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Innovation and development to drive growth momentum
BB/CC creams to retain dynamism in upcoming years
Price inflation expected to linger in early forecast period
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Consumers economise in deodorants as prices remain high
Deodorant sticks buck the downward trend
Beiersdorf AG pushes Nivea brand with a range of product launches
PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Steady yet slow growth outlook in deodorants
Growing consumer interest in deodorant wipes
E-commerce faces solid growth prospects in deodorants
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Consumers prioritise and reduce consumption of depilatories
Women’s pre-shave posts volume growth in 2023
Procter & Gamble doo is the clear leader

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Depilatories to witness muted volume growth
Women’s pre-shave to grow slightly ahead of other categories
Multinationals to consolidate lead in depilatories

CATEGORY DATA
Table 48 - Sales of Depilatories by Category: Value 2018-2023
Table 49 - Sales of Depilatories by Category: % Value Growth 2018-2023
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Premium fragrances outperform mass counterparts
Consumers switch to fragrances sets/kits
Men continue to invest in fragrances as women prioritise other beauty products

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Fragrances to witness steady demand
Premium fragrance sets/kits to record the strongest growth
Fragrances that support health and wellbeing to emerge
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Stable consumer demand for hair care
Perms and relaxants lose appeal
Innovation plays a key role in shaping growth

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Hair care to witness stable performance despite maturity and demographic limitations
Hair loss treatments and salon professional hair care to perform well
E-commerce to grow from a low base in hair care
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Men's Grooming in Bosnia and Herzegovina

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Stable demand for men's grooming products
Men's premium hair care outperforms mass alternatives
Mass brands launch new men's grooming products

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Men's grooming faces challenges to volume sales from social and political issues
Mass products will benefit from consumers' need to economise
Premium men's grooming to expand with scope for new brands to enter
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Oral care records stable performance
Battery toothbrushes grow from low base
Dental floss is key focus of product development by local player

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Oral care is expected to witness muted growth
Battery toothbrushes to benefit from growing demand for convenience and innovation
Strong sales opportunity in denture care as population ages
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Skin care enjoys healthy growth in 2023
Premiumisation trend embeds itself further in skin care
Asian skin care trend emerges in Bosnia and Herzegovina

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Growing consumer interest in skin care will underpin sales
Premiumisation to impact skin care
E-commerce sales to rise supported by product and brand diversification
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Sun Care in Bosnia and Herzegovina

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Sun care sales fall due to poor seasonal weather
Aftersun benefits from late hot summer
Baby and child-specific sun care registers volume sales decline

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Sun care sales to be supported by further travel recovery in the post-pandemic era
Increased travel and holiday making to fuel sun care sales
Strong outlook for baby and child-specific sun care
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Premium Beauty and Personal Care in Bosnia and Herzegovina

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Premium beauty and personal care posts promising growth
Growing supply of premium goods to meet consumer demand
Premium hair care portfolios expand in beauty specialist stores

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Premium segment to remain agile meeting consumer demand for innovative products
Skin care and colour cosmetics to witness strong growth in premium segment
E-commerce to fuel development of premium segment
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Mass Beauty and Personal Care in Bosnia and Herzegovina

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Steady recovery of mass beauty and personal care
Mass segments draws attention as consumers economise
Consumer demand falls for mass sun care and mass fragrances

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Premium segment will grow at faster pace as innovation captures the attention of consumers
Mass face masks to grow at a strong pace with support of innovation
E-commerce growth to remain steady over the forecast period
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